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The motivation of this work is based on the importance of Palladium in processes such as catalysis and hence the need to know its
electronic properties. We present a detailed study of the electronic structure of Palladium bands in the crystallographic direction (111).
First we verify that the local density of states, projected in the volume, agrees with the results obtained for the case of the infinite
medium previously reported. Next, a detailed study is made of different surface states and characteristic resonant states of the Palladium
in the crystallographic direction (111). It was found that the results obtained are compared with the values published in the literature,
and the prediction of different states not yet reported is made.

RESUMEN
Palabras Clave:
Estados de superficie.
Estados resonantes.
Estructura electrónica
de bandas.

La motivación del presente trabajo se fundamenta en la importancia del Paladio en procesos de catálisis y sus propiedades electrónicas.
En tal sentido, se presenta un estudio detallado de la estructura electrónica de bandas del Paladio en la dirección cristalográfica (111).
De tal manera, se verificó que la densidad local de estados proyectada en el volumen, concordara con los resultados obtenidos para el
caso del medio infinito previamente reportados, para ello, se realizó un estudio detallado de diferentes estados de superficie y estados
resonantes característicos del Paladio en la dirección cristalográfica (111). Se halló que los resultados obtenidos se comparan con los
valores publicados en la literatura, y se hizo la predicción de diferentes estados no reportados aún.

Introduction
Theoretically, the surface states can be calculated employing
different methods: empirical and principled [1]-[3]. In that
sense, a partial collection of the electronic structure of surfaces,
surface states and resonant states, are reported in the LandoltBörstein series [4].
Experimentally, the surface states occupied can be explored by
ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy determined in angle
and the surface states unoccupied by inverse photoemission
spectroscopy determined in angle [4].
The palladium is an important catalyst for rusting processes
such as: methane catalytic rusting in gas turbines [5],
hydrocarbon rusting and carbon rusts in exhaust pipes [6],
which is particularly interesting due to high hydrogen solubility
in the metal [7]-[10]. In the same order, it is considered as one
of the best catalysts for the alkynes and dienes partial hydrogenation [11].
Moreover, the relation between the surface structure of the
catalyst and the reaction activity or selectivity is an open

question of interest from the technological and fundamental
point of views.
For this reason, it is necessary a systematic study that explains
the electronic characteristics of the palladium surfaces. In a
recent research [12], the selective hydrogenation of acetylene
through Pd nanoparticles with different shapes, concluded the
catalyst that had Pd cube-shaped nanoparticles, which surface
consisted of Pd structure (100), exhibited a higher acetylene
conversion and ethylene selectivity than catalysts that had
spherical nanoparticles, having a significant quantity of Pd
nanoparticles (111).
However, the calculation of the functional density determined
that in the Pd surface (111) there would be more ethylene
activity and selectivity in contrast with the Pd surface (100) for
acetylene hydrogenation [13].
In this research, a detailed analysis is done about the electronic
structure of Pd bands (111), employing the strong link
approximation and Green´s surface function coupling method.
On the same hand, strong link Hamiltonians were built based
on Slater Koster´s formalism (SK), in which the model
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parameters, in the approximation of two centers, were taken
from the manual charts of band electronic structures published
by Papaconstantopoulos [14].
For the surface analysis (111), it was used the Green´s surface
function coupling method and it was verified that the local
density in states, reflected in the volume, agrees with the
results obtained for the reference case [14]. Also, it was
determined the type of symmetry of the wave functions that
contributed to the surface states and resonant states of Pd
(111), the obtained results were compared with the values
published in the literature and the prediction is done about the
different states that are not reported yet.

The main layer conventions are labeled with positive numbers
and the atomic layers are labeled with negative numbers, and
number zero is assigned to the surface atomic layer (figure 1).
From this definition about the main layer, it is introduced the
approximation of the GFCM method, which considers
interactions in first neighbors among main layers. The
quantity of atomic interactions will be determined by the
number of atomic layers that define each main layer.
Being |𝑛⟩ the wave function associated with the n – th main
layer. This wave function is a lineal combination of a certain
number of atomic orbitals per atom in the unit cell, in our case
the orbitals (s, p, d). Considering the space generated by the
system of complete functions |𝑛⟩, it can be calculated the
matrix elements of the equation (1). That space obtains:

The present research was organized in the following way: The
first section describes Green´s surface function coupling
method deducing the expressions for the Green´s functions
projected in the surface and the volume. The second section
presents the projected volume bands, the dispersion of surface
states and resonant states for the Pd in the crystallographic
direction (111), there, it is compared the obtained results with
the findings on the experimental and theoretical literature
related. Finally, the third section is focused on the conclusions.

In the approximation of first neighbors among main layers, the
identity operator is given as:

Theoretical Model

δm,n=(ω-Hn,n) Gn,m - Hn,n -1 Gn-1,m - Hn,n+1 Gn+1,m (4)

To do the calculation of the surface electronic properties is
used the Green´s surface function coupling method (GFCM)
[15], [16]. For the construction of Green´s surface function, it
proceeds like this: With the Hamiltonian H of strong link it is
defined a Green´s function associated like G, such that it
satisfies the equation:

Where in this approximation and for the surface, n=0, we have
H_(0,m)=0 for m≥2 (as in the strong link model the
interactions are dominated by first neighbors interactions [17].

(ω-H)G=I

(1)

In which H is the Hamiltonian of strong link, I is the unitary
matrix and ω is the own energy value. A main layer is defined
as the minimum group of atomic layers that reproduce the
translational periodicity of the system carried out.

[n│(ωI-H)G│m]=δm,n°

I= |n-1⟩⟨n-1|+|n⟩⟨n|+ |n+1⟩⟨n+1|

(2)

(3)

Replacing the equation (3) in which the equation (2) obtains:

Then, the expression for Green´s function of surface projection
will be:
Gs -1 = εI - H0,0 - H0,1 T

(5)

Meanwhile Green´s function for the volume projected in the
first main layer will be [15], [16].
~
-1
-1
Gb = Gs - H1,0 T - H0,1T

(6)

Here, H0,0 and H0,1 are the interaction hamiltonians in
intralayers and among main layers, respectively. To calculate
these matrixes, it is needed to know the strong link matrixes of
interaction among atomic layers (see details in references [18],
[19]).
~
Then, T and T are the transfer matrixes, and they have all the
data on surface electronic properties. These matrixes are
coupled, this is why they cannot be evaluated exactly, so that
they are developed in many iterative algorithms in order to
obtain them numerically [19].

Figure 1. Main layer definition. It is observed that the atomic layers 0 and -1 create the
first main layer (labeled with number 0), the atomic layers -2 and -3 create the second
main layer (labeled with number 1) and the atomic layers -4 and -5 create the third
main layer (labeled with number 2)
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Due to the existence of a surface, the energetic states can differ
from the states of inner parts of solids or their volume; if the
surface states which energy value and wave vector coincide
with the inner states of the solid, they are nominated resonant
states [18]. The surface states which energy value and wave
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vector do not coincide with any inner state of the solid are
nominated surface states [20]. These have wave functions that
buffer themselves exponentially at the same time that they
enter the crystal.

MAFG, is adequately compared for energies below the Fermi
level, where are localized three spikes in the energies of: -4.66,
-2.46 and -0.16 eV, which differ of the reported ones in the
reference [14], in 0.0748, 0.0162 and 0.01034 eV.

The surface states are located in the energetic breaches of the
volume bands structure and emerge due to the break of the
crystal symmetry. Finally, once we know the differences of
Green´s function mentioned beforehand, it can be calculated
the surface states and the resonant states directly from the poles
from the real part of Green´s function, whereas from the
imaginary part we can find the density of local states [15], [16].

On the basis of these facts, it is shown that the surface
electronic band structure coincides with the reported results
[14].

Results and discusion

The partial contributions of atomic orbitals s, p y d to the local
density of Pd states (111), are shown in figure 3. Particularly,
figure 3c shows that the approximate energy rate is -5.42 eV a
0.44 eV, the main contribution of local density is obtained from
electrons Pd - 5d, in contrast with the contributions of the
orbitals s y p (see figures 3a and 3b).

Density of States Figure number 2 shows volume states density
of the Pd applying the reference parameters [14], that are
related to the model through energy integrals for the crystal in
terms of integrals of two centers [21]. Figure 2b exhibits the
local density of states projected on the surface (dotted red line)
and the local states density projected on the volume (solid
black line) for the Pd (111).
In figures 2a and 2b, the zero of the energy axis represents the
Fermi level (EF). For calculating figure 2b there were used 136
points in the irreducible segment of the first Brillouin zone [22]
(the number of the extracted points reproduces the most
significant features of the local density of volume states and
optimize the time of calculation).

Figure 3. Partial contributions of the atomic orbitals (a) (b) (c) to the Pd local density of
states (111), obtained from the GCFM method. The Fermi level is found in the origin

Projected bands of volume, surface states and resonant states
of Pd (111). The measured values of the surface states (solid
black circles) and the measured resonant states (white circles),
as well as the projected bands of surface volume (111), are
shown in figure 4.

Figure 2. (a) Density of states of Pd volume applying the reference parameters [14]
(b) Local Density of States (DLE) of volume (continue line) and surface
(discontinued line) of Pd (111), which are obtained with the MAFG method. Fermi
level is found in the origin

A direct comparison on the local density of states projected on
the volume, with the states density reported in the reference
[14], allows to observe that the calculation properly reproduces
the main features of the density of states. In this respect, the
local density of volume states that is calculated using the

The electronic features of these states are respectively shown in
tables I and II. According to the calculations, there have been
obtained ten surface states and four resonant states. Regarding
the electronic and symmetry characteristics found for the
different surface states and resonant states, it is had:
The state Es1 does not present dispersion and it is located in
3.48 eV below Fermi level as it is observed in figure 3, in 0.05
|K Γ|, being located in an energetic breach, and its width in the
K point from the two-dimensional Brillouin zone is 0.47 eV, in
which the kind of symmetry of the wave function that
contributes to this state is d3z 2 - r 2.
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Theoretically, this state has been identified in the references
[10] and [23], results that differ from the current research in
0.01 and 0.54 eV, respectively.

Table I. Surface states of Pd (111). The first column represents the surface state; the
second one the wave vector in which it is located the state, in units [π/a]; the third one
the value of its energy obtained by experimental techniques, in units [eV]; the fourth
one the value of its energy obtained by theoretical methods, in units [eV]; the fifth one
shows the value of its energy obtained in our calculation, in units [eV], and the last
column shows the kind of symmetry of wave functions that contribute to the state
according to our calculation
Es

k

π

(a(

E exp (eV )

Eteórico (eV )

E NC (eV )

SFONC

Theoretically, this state has been identified in the references
[10] and [23], results that differs in 0.62 and 0.38 eV with our
results.
Figure 4. Volume bands structure projected from Pd (111) calculated with the
GFCM method. The black and white circles represent the surface states and the
resonant states, respectively. The Fermi level is found in the origin

The surface state is Es2 in approximately -3.21 eV in 0.45 |K Γ|
and it scatters until -3.14 eV in 0.55 |K Γ|, being located in an
energetic breach which width is 0.20 eV in 0.50 |K Γ|, being the
result of the hybridization of atomic orbitals dxy.
Experimentally and theoretically, this state has not been
identified.
The surface state Es3 starts from -2.12 eV in 0.80 |MK|, crosses
point K in -2.39 eV, approximately, and disperses to -2.25 eV
en 0.25 |K Γ|, being in an energetic breach whose width is 1.08
eV in K , and whose orbital character is d.
Theoretically, this state has been identified in the references
[10] and [23], results that differ from our result in 0.22 eV.
The surface state Es 4 starts from -0.62 eV in 0.70 |MK|, crosses
point K in -0.69 eV, approximately, and disperses to -0.76 eV
en 0.10 |K Γ|, being in an energetic breach whose width is 0.68
eV in K, in which the kind of symmetry of the wave function
that contributes to this state is d 3z 2 - r2 . Theoretically, this state
has been identified in the references [10] and [23], results that
differ in 0.62 y 0.38 eV with our results.
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The surface state Es₅ starts from -4.16 eV in 0.60 |K Γ|,
crossing the Γ point in -5.11 eV, approximately, and it is
scattered in a parabolic form until -4.33 eV in 0.35 |Γ M|, being
located in an energetic breach which width is 2.10 eV in Γ ,
being the result of hybridization of atomic orbitals s, d 3z 2 - r2 .
Theoretically, this state has been identified in the references
[10] and [23], result that differs in 0,06 and 1.15 eV,
respectively with the results of the current article.
The surface state Es6 starts from 8.42 eV in 3.35 |K Γ|, and
disperses to -7.74 eV en 0.70 |ΓM|, being in an energetic breach
whose width is 6.59 eV in Γ , and whose orbital character is
s,p_z. This state has been identified experimentally in the
reference [24] and theoretically in the reference [23], results
that differ in 2.91 eV and 2.81 eV, respectively. A possible
explanation for the error found in the energies of the states Es 3 ,
Es 4 and Es 6 , may be the fact that our calculation has considered an ideal surface. A correction to this approach should include the effects of reconstruction and relaxation of the surface,
effects that remain pending.
The surface state Es₇ starts from -2.25 eV in 0.40 |K Γ| and it is
scattered until -2.19 eV in 0.50 |K Γ|, in which the kind of
symmetry of the wave functions that contribute to this state are
dxy, yz, zx, finding themselves in the same energetic breach
than the state Es₃.
The surface state Es₈ starts from 3.93 eV in M and it is
scattered until 4.88 eV in 0.40 |MK|, finding itself in an energetic breach which width is 3.40 eV in M, being the result of
hybridization of atomic orbitals s, px,y.
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The surface state Es₉ starts from 7.74 eV in 0.85 |M K| and it is
scattered until 7.80 eV in 0.10 |K Γ|, being located in an
energetic breach which width is 1.49 eV in K , and its orbital
character is px, y.
The surface state Es₁₀ starts from 9.64 eV in 0.90 |M K| and it
is scattered until 9.57 eV in K , finding itselt in an energetic
breach which width is 1.49 eV in K, in which the kind of
symmetry of wave functions that contribute to this state is px,y.
The resonant state Er₁ starts from -4.57 eV in 0.65 |K Γ| and it
is scattered until -5.31 eV in 0.15 |Γ M|, in which the kind of
symmetry of wave functions that contribute to this state is
d3z 2 - r2.Theoretically, it has been identified in the reference [23],
result that differs from ours in 1.14 eV.
Table II. Resonant states of Pd (111). The first column shows the resonant state; the
second one shows the wave vector where it locates the state in units [π/a]; the third one
shows the value of its energy obtained by theoretical methods, in units [eV]; the fourth
one represents the value of its energy obtained in our calculation, in units [eV]; and the
last column shows the kind of symmetry of wave functions that contribute to the state
according to our calculation

Er

π
k
a

( (

Eteórico (eV )

E NC (eV )

SFONC

To describe the surface, it was exterted Green´s function
coupling method. In general terms, it was found that the calculation duplicates qualitatively the surface and resonant states,
previously reported, as well as it preditcs the existence of no
reported surface and resonant states for the Pd surface (111).
Although there are quantitative problems to duplicate the
energy reported for the surface states Es4 and Es6, the
calculation made is for the case of an ideal surface, a correction
for this approximation would have to include recons truction
and relaxation effects of the surface, effects that are pending.
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